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SUMMARY 

In response to its own research and observations in the early 1960"s• 
the Virginia Department of Highways .mounted an intensive and extensive effort to 
i.mprove the perfor•mance of concrete in bridge decks° Major ele.ments of this effort 
included (1) a training and certification program for Department and industry personnel 
and (2) i.mproved and upgraded specifi, cations for both .materials and construction 
practices. 

In 1972 a survey was .made of 129 randomly selected bridges constructed after 
1966, when aH the i.mprove.ments had been for.mally iastitutedo The perfor.mance of 
these bridges was co.mpared with that of a si.milar sample that had been surveyed in 
1961. In addition to the visual observation of perfor.mance .measure.ments of electrical 
corrosion potentials and depth of concrete cover, were .made in the 1972 survey° 

Based upon this s•rvey the fo•owing concl, usions and reco.mmendations were drawn: 

(1) The frequency of early bridge deck scaling has been dra.matically reduced by 
the upgrading of specification reqmre.ments and construction practices° 
Several specific changes such as increased air contents, use of linseed 
oil treatments as well as increased awareness of the problem all contribute• 
to this i.mprovemento Because concrete susceptible to scaling usually 
exhibits the defect at an early age this is an encouraging result The 
eli.mination of scaling was a major target of the specification upgrading effort. 
The success of th_is effort is evident° 

(2) Transverse and random cracking are indicated to be more frequent than 
before the upgrading° The reason for the increase ir• transverse cracking 
is not.apparent and there is other evidence that the indicated increase in 
random cracking is re[ated to closer observation and differences in 
classifications rather than to real causes° The severity of cracking does not 
seem serious enough to warrant attentiono Real. differences• if any• will 
become more apparent with time° 

(3) The frequency of all other defects is very lowo Based upon• previous studies 
this wil:! undoubtedly increase with a, ge• traf'fic, etc• but experience suggests 
that seriou, s problems are indicated at comparatJ, ve[y early ages° 

(4) The .measured average cover over reinforce.ment is fortunately significantly 
greater than that specified° For the two levels of cover specified, 8 and 16 
percent of the .measurements are less than required° This is believed to 
reflect an acceptable level of coni•rOlo 

(5) Ninety-five percent of the spa•_,s have average corrosion potentials below 
0o 20 volt• which i•.dicates no active corrosio•_• On. one percent of the 
spans the average values are above 0o 40 volt• whi.ch suggests the presence 
of active corrosion° The potential for corrosion will increase with age and 
exposure to deicing chemicals° 



(6) 

(7) 

The techniques developed for the BPR-PCA survey in 1961 and used in 
previous studies by the Research Council provide reproducible and useful 
evaluations of performance based upon visual observations. The procedures 
reflect general trends and levels as opposed to detailed causes and effects. 

When the bridges to be surveyed are similar in age and condition and when the 
sample:is sufficiently large, observations on a single randomly selected span 
provide the same results as observations o• all spans on the bridge. Stated 
in other terms, the observations of= spans rather than bridges appears to be a 
valid approach. 

(1) 

(2) 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Because the level of the performance indicated has improved with respect to 
the deficiencies which were the objectives of the upgradingt•o current specification 
and construction p.racti•es, and because the remaining defects continue to be 
infrequent in occurrence• the procedures for control and acceptance of bridge 
deck concrete now in use should be continued. 

A resurvey of the bridges should be scheduled in 1977-78. 
then be five to ten years old. 

The decks will 

iv 
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Coincident with the increasing nation.al• and local concerns over the pre.mature 
deterioration of concrete in bridge decks• the Virgi•J•a Department of Highways in the 
early 1960's mounted a research effort• instit•.ted .modifications of its specifications, 
and initiated extensive specialized training programs with t, he objectS.yes of extending 
the service life of these decks° The Research Counci.• • 1963 began stud}es on con- 
struction practices, particularly fi.n.ishing .methods• whi•h were described in two reports 
(Davis, North and New}on 1971• New}on 1972)o .Altho•gh not• directly a part of the 
research effort• Virginia was one of eight states i•nc[uded in the comprehensive nationwide 
study of bridge deck performance conducted by the Port•lan•d Ce.ment Association and 
the Bureau of Public Roads (BPR•PCA 1969)o 

The data from the BPR•PCA S•rvey were voluminous a, nd so.me of the important 
results are summarized in Table Io 

Table 

Freq•ency of Occ•ur•'e•,•e oi the Most 
Co.mmonly Observed Defects in the• BPR-PCA Study (1969) 

(values given as a percentage of the total spans s•.rveyed within a state) 

Defe c__.___•t 7 State. s virginia 
Cracking (all types) 690 7 33° 2 
Spalling 8o •i 0o 4 
Scaling 22° 9 43° 9 

The bridges surveyed in Virginia ranged in age• fro.m 1 to 2:1 years at the ti.me of 
inspection° 

As co.mpared with those in the other states., the bridges in Virginia showed 
less cracking, substantially less spall•ng• a•.d signihc-a.,r•.tly .more scaling° The lower 
incidence of cracking was attributed t.o a greater' proportion of si.mp•[e spans in the Virginia 
sample° It was also concluded that the higher frequency oll scaling was du, e to the 
comparatively late adoption of air entrainment by Virginiao 

Based upon the initial results fro.m these research studies and its own 
experiences, the Virginia Department of Highwa, ys initiat:ed several significant 
operational changes. While these were i•_tended to •pgrade perfor.mance in general, 



special attention was directed toward factors associated with scaling• which was 

recognized at that time t¢ be very prevalento 

In January 1963• a program was institu.ted for eertfficatio• for contractor and 
Departmental personnel involved with the prod•ctior, of concrete° This program tneluded 
classroom and field [nstruetior• and testingo Beginning or• contracts advertised after 
September 1963, no concrete could be delivered to highway projects unless there was a 

certified person at the producing plar•to Inspector a.wa.re•,ess and eo.mpetence were increased 
through special schools, the eertificat:io•, program• a,•d continual emphasis upon the 
factors important to the production of high qe.ality concrete° Early in the CotmeiI•s 
research study the preliminary findings were presented ta instruction ,I sessions held in 
1964 in each construction district and atten•ded by about 300 operating personneIo In 
1966 the speeifieatio• requtreme•ts were substa•tially t•pgraded based upon recommendations 
from the BPR-PCA and Council stt•dieso 

Particular emphasis was placed upon i•s•,ring a high level of air entrainment, 
which was recognized in the Council's study (Newlon 1971) to be the .most i.mportant 
factor in providing resistance to deicing ehemicalso Also in 1966 the use of linseed 
oil treatments on bridge superstructures was .made.mandatoryo The factors leading to this 
decision as well as subsequent evaluations have been previously reported (Newlon i970). 
The progressive changes •n specif•cat•on requiremen,ts for br•dge deck concrete between 1938 
and 1970 are shown in Table 20 (Note: In 1973 the m•nimum cement co,tent was 

reduced to 6 3/4sk/ey (376 kg per cu m) as •.t had been during the period it966=1970)o 

The extent to which these efforts either singly or in combination have improved the 
performance of concrete in bridge decks •s difficult to assess quantitattvelyo The degree 
to which the "bridge deck problem • contt•oues for decks built under the more stringent 
requirements is also a matter about which there •,s some eo•troversyo It was, therefore, 
deemed appropriate to evaluate the performance of decks bt•iIt under the upgraded 
requirements and procedures for comparison w•th observations from the earlier study. 
(Davis, North. and New[on 1971)o 

OBJE CTIVES 

.As statedin the work plan (Newlon a._•_d Sm•i:h 1972) the objectives were 

(1) To assess the condition of a randomly selected group of bridges designed 
and constructed sir•ce 1966 under Virgi, n•.•s upgraded deck specifications 
as compared with the performance of a similar group of br•dges 
constructed un_der former specifications a•d surveyed in 19611° 

To assess the effectiveness of the •ewer and .more stringent specifications 
as a deterrent to various forms of deck deteriorat•,Ono 

(3) To obtain base data fro.m comparat•,vely •.ew briidges for comparisot•, in 
future surveys. 



o 
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PROCEDURES 

The BPR-PCA .method (BPR-PCA 1969) of inspection was utilized to 
evaluate by visual inspection the nature and e•tent of defects° This method had 
been previously used with good resu.[ts in a study of so.me decks in Virginia (Davis• 
North and Newlon 1971)o The details and rationale for the .method have been previously 
published as well as the useful, hess of the results° 

Briefly stated• the decks were observ•d by a tea.m of inspectors using a 
clearly defined cl•assification syste.mo The forms of deterioration-•classified as to type• 
extent• and severity--were sca•ing• spal!ing• cracking• rusting• and popoutso In 
addition to the visual survey• two other characteristics were determined: (I) the depth 
of cover over the upper.most reinforcing steel as .measured by a pacho.meter• and 
(2) the electrical haIf•cel.[ potential_ determined in accordance with a method initially 
developed by Stratful!(Tre.mper• Beaton• and Stratfu[l 1957) as a possible indication 
of future corrosion of reinforce.mento These two characteristics were included 
because of their potential i.mportance to corrosion of rei•_,force.ment and spaIling as 
described in a supple.mental work pl, an for the project (New[on 1972)o 

A copy of the survey form and definitions utilized in the visuaI survey are 
given in Appendix Ao One .me.mber of the inspection tea.m had a•so participated in 
a 1970 resurvey of the 1961 survey sa.mpleo 

EIectrica•. half-ceil poter•tia•_ .measur.•nents were .made on each deck at the 
intersections of a five foot (Io 5m) grid° The procedures used and equip.ment e.mployed 
were those described by FHWA Region 15o These• are contained in a report of the 
demonstration •n Virginia (FHWA•I5 1971)o These procedures were in wide use at the 
time and are described in. Appendix B. AI, though some variations and inconsistencies 
were anticipated because the .method did •ot differentiate among ways of connecting to 
reinforcement• .moisture content of concrete• et•::• i.t was used as described in 
Appendix Bo Refine.merit of the procedure was beyond the scope of this project° 
Subsequent work• particularly that by Clear and Ha,v (1973), has identified several 
problems which .may influence significanti(y the quantitative resul•ts obtained with 
the .method and interpretation of these results as indicating corrosion or no corrosion° 
A .major constraint on the results obtained was the fact: that the ground connection was 
not .made directly to the reinforcement but was made indirectly through exposed .metaI• 
utilizing the fortt•iit:ous connections of this exposed .metal to the reinforce.mento 
Ground connections were .made givi•g preferen•.ce in decreasing order to (I) steel bea.ms• 
(2) bolts in handrails• (3) joint cover pl_ates• and (4).meta! connections° In al[ cases, 
the ground locations were recorded and .marked with a c•:hise!:• for use in future surveys° 
Thus• there is an unknown ele.ment of variation which will affect particularly co.mparisons 
of potential .measure.ments among the various decks° The uncertainty wou•d be 
expected to be less within the same spa, n• spa•_s on the sa.me bridge or in the 
event that future .measureme•_ts are .made with ground connections at the same locations° 

No recognition, was taken of transient high potential readings such as 
described by Clear and Hay (1973)o Co•,•siste•_t readi•.gs were usually obtained over 
•the surface of a given span so that errors from short-tot.me;fleets are probabl•y not 
significant in this project° 



Depths of concrete cover over the uppermost reinforcement were .measured 
at 30 of the grid intersection points on each deck• using a James Pacho.meter Model 
C4946. While the corrosion potential .measure.ments required a considerable 
expenditure of effort, they were a subordinate part of the study whose principal 
objective was the evaluation of performance based upon visual observations° 

BRIDGES SURVEYED 

In order to provide a co.mparison with the results fro.m the earlier surveys .made 
in 1961 and 1970, a sampling of bridges from the five year period 1968--1972 was 
selected for observation and co.mparison with the group of bridges built during the 
years 1957-1961 and inspected in 1961. During the period 1968-1972 approximately 
755 bridges were constructed under the upgraded specifications adopted in 1966. These 
bridges contained approximately 2,500 spans° Using the relationship developed for the 
BPR-PCA survey (BPR-PCA 1969) the sample size was selected by the following relationship. 

n=l 

0064 + I/N 

where n sample size 

N nu.mber of bridges available for study 

Based upon this for.mu[a 130 bridges were rando.m•y selected for the visual 
survey. During the survey one was inadvertently .missed• so [ha.t •29 were actually 
inspected. These bridges contained 436 spans° A listing of the bridges is contained in Appendix C. The half-cell potentials and cover depths were deter.mined after the 
visual survey. In 24 cases, because of the design of the bridge or because of difficulties 
in obtaining a usabIe ground connection• the depth and potential .measurements were not 
.made. Thus, visual observations• cover depth and corrosion potential .measure.ments were 
made on 105 bridges (341 spans) while visual observations only were .made on 24 bridges 
(59 spans).• 

Because a .major goal of this study was to deter.mine the performance of a co.mparable set of bridges in 1961 and 1972• the d•stribution by age within the five-year 
period is important and is shown in Table 3. 
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Table 3 

Distribution by Age of the Bridges Surveyed in 1961 and 1972 

Age at 1961 Survey 
time of Yro Number % of .Total Yro 
•Survey• yr.• Bug_It __B__ui !_ t 

1972 Survey 
Nu.mbe r % of T ota! 

4-5 1957 7 18o 4 1968 18 14o 0 
3--4 1958 11 28° 9 1969 38 29.5 
2-3 1959 7 18o 4 1970 41 31o 8 
1-2 1960 10 26° 3 1971 25 19.4 
0-1 1961 3 7o 8 1972 7 5.4 

38 129 

While there is so.me difference• pri.marily between decks that were two or three 
years old, the samples are roughly eomparable• partieularly in the ease of the extreme 
situations; i eo, the oldest and youngest deeks Thus• comparisons of performance 
drawn fro.m the two samples should be valid° 

The bridge, types are identified according to (I).material eo.mprising the beams• 
(2) type of member, and (3) whether continuous or si.mple spans and composite or 

noncompositeo The designations used for group (•) are structural steel 
prestressed concrete (PS), and reinforced concrete (:RC)• for group (2) box girder (BG)• 
deck girder.. (DG), I-bea.m (IB)• so!id slab (ss),•t__russ (TA); for group (3) the first 
letter designates si.mpie (S),• or continuous (C)• while the second •ndicates composite (C) 
or noncomposite (N)o These designations are included for each bridge •n Appendix Co 

Each bridge on the listing of all bridges constructed during the period 1968-72 
was given a number which was used in the random selection° This "random number • 

was the number used to identify the bridge in all Council records° This number• along 
with other identifying information• is also included in Appendix Co 

RESULTS 

The results warrant attention from two perspectives° The frequency of 
occurrence of the.specific defects is of importance as an indicator of perfor.mance 
as is the change in frequency between the two surveys• which wou.ld indicate the 
influence of upgraded practices° The sampling plan was developed us•ng statistical 
techniques to provide a 95 percent probabi.[ity that the results from the samples 
would be within ± 8 percentage points of the actual value° No statistical test for 
significance of the differences reflected in the data was made but the value o• 
percentage points .might be used as an indication of .meaningful differences° 
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In several cases the difference between frequency of occurrence observed in the 
two surveys is probably significant• but the frequency level is so low that the defect 
itself is not of concern° 

The results from the 436 spans are summarized in Table 4 in the same for.mat 
as that used in the BPR-PCA report (1969))and the Council's earlier report (Davis, 
North, and Newlon 1971). Study of the results in Table 4 indicates two obviously 
significant differences. The incidence of scaling is significantly less in the 1972 sample 
than was the case for the comparable sample in the 1961 survey° Scaling on bridges at early ages has for practical purpose been eliminated. At the sa.me ti.me• cracking is 
.more prevalent (twice as frequent) in the 1972 group than in the comparable group surveyed 
in 1961. Attemps to relate the increase in transverse cracking to causative factors 
were unsucessfulo In the 1972 sample transverse cracking increased in the expected 
.manner with age, length of span and traffic volu.me. No increased transvere cracking 
was found on continuous spans as compared with si.mple spans. Based upon the 
resurvey of the 1961 sample made in 1970, there is evidence that random cracking was vastly underestimated in the 1961 survey. It is thus probable that the indication of 
increased random crackingreflects a difference in inspector judgment rather than an 
actual increase in cracking. The other defects are essentially the sa.me in both samples 
and in both cases are not frequent in occurrence° 

Table 4 

Occurrence of Defects in Spans 

1961 Survey 1972 Survey 
Span Defects Number Percentage Number Percentage 

No Scaling 9 0 70 426 9 8 
Scaling 40 30 I0 2 

No Cracking 105 80 260 60 
Cracking 25 20 176 40 

Transverse 15 12 126 29 
Longitudinal 4 3 5 1 
Diagonal 2 1 2 0o 5 
Pattern 1 1 12 3 
"D" 0 0 0 0 
Random 9 7 93 27 

No Rusting 130 100 426 98 
Rusting 0 0 10 2 

No Surface Spalling 
Surface Spalling 

129 99 436 100 
1 1 0 0 

No joint Spalling 130 100 434 99.5 
Joint Spalling 0 0 2 0o 5 

No Popouts 124 97 434 99.5 
Popout• 4 3 2 0o 5 

7 



It is of particular •nterest to note that onlytwo spans showed spaIling and in 
neither survey did the spalled spans make up i percent of the total° As indicated in 
the previous report (Dav•.s• North• and Newlon 1971) when surveyed in 1970• spalling 
on the decks in the 1961 sample had increased to I0 percent but still was considerably 
less prevalent than on decks in .many of the other states included in the random survey 
at much earlier ages. Although the frequency of spalHag is not so great nor does it occur 

so early as some oi' the other defects, particularly scaling and cracking, where it does 
occur, it is a very troublesome and expensive defect to correct. It thereby merits 
continued attention° 

The results shown •n Table 4 reflect the presence of the various defects regardless of 
severity. Because the entire sample was from relatively new bridge decks on which the 
defects were infrequent and comparatively minor• in Table 5 the da•aaTep:reser•,ted in •a 
form which combines the spans showing l•ght scaling and transverse cracking with those 
showing no defects° These were the two most prevalent defects° A similar technique was also 
used in the earlier report (Dav•s• North, and Newlon 1971) with the belief that it minimizes 
the differences attributable to judge.ments of the indivi.duals conducting the two surveys° 

Table 5 

Occurrence of More Severe Scaling 
and Transverse Crackling on Spans 

Span Defect 1961 Sample 1972 Sample 
% % 

No or Light Sca•i.ng 
Medium, Heavy, Severe Scaling 

96 99° 5 
4 0.5 

No or Light Transverse Cracking 
Medium or Heavy Transverse 

Cracking 

93 97 

7 3 

The results [n Table 5 would indicate that the increase of cracking and the 
decrease in scaling are predominantly •n the. |ight •:,a.tegoryo Visual comparisons of the 
data are presented in Figures 1-6o From these i•gures comparisons can be made 
among the characteristics of al• decks surveyed [n 1961• some of which were as much as 

20 years old, as well as the port,on built d•r[ag the fiove•year peri, ods immediately 
preceding the two surveys° These latter portions would be the basis for estimating the 
influence of specification changes and other efforts to •mprove performance° 

The significant reduction •n the freqt•ency of scaling is evident [n Figure io As 
shown in Figures 2 and 3• there is no relat•,onship }n the 1.972 sample between scaling and 
either age or traffic vel•meo This m•ght suggest that significant scaling will not develop 
since concrete susceptible to scaling usually e×h[bits symptons early in its exposure to 
deicers. Such exposure is .more com.mon on the bridges with higher traffic volumes than 

on more lightly traveled roads° The reduction in scaling is encouraging because this 
was the defect which was ind•ctated [• the initial surveyto warrant .major attention• 
as evident from Table Io 
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The data in Figures 4 through 6 reflect the influence of span length, traffic 
volume.• and age on the frequency of transverse cracking° The relationships for the 
1972 sample are those that would be expected in that the frequency of transverse 
cracking increases with span length• traffic volu.me• and age° 

A comparison was also .made of the influence of continuity on cracking frequency° 
Only ten of the 129 bridges were designed for continuity° Of these ten bridges three 
were solid concrete slabs and seven were supported by structural steel. Of the seven 
steel beam bridges• three contained transverse cracking as did one of the three concrete 
slab spans° The frequency of cracking on the continuous spans was about the same as on 
all spans° There also appears to be no difference in the severity of cracking between the 
two types° The remaining defects are of no consequence at this time° 

As noted previously the sample size was determined on the basis of bridges rather 
than spans, For each of the 129 bridges selected• all of the spans were inspected° 
An analysis was also made to compare the results based upon data fro.m all 436 spans 
with those from an analysis using data from one randomly selected span fro.m each of the 
bridges, The co.mparison is given in Table 6° 

Table 6 

Defects in Percent as Indicated by the 
Total Sample and a Single Span fro.m 

Each Bridge 

Defect 

No Scaling 
Scaling 
No Crackiag 
Crack•ag 

Transverse 
Longitudinal 
Diagonal 
Pattern 
,,D?t 
Random 

No Rusting 
Rusting 
No Surface Spalling 
Surface Spalling 
No Joint Spalling 
Joint Spalling 

436 S• 
98 

2 

6O 
4O 
29 

1 
0°5 
3 
0 

27 

98 
2 

99°5 
0°5 

I00 
0 

129 Spans 
99 

1 

59 
41 
30 

2 
0 
4 
0 

20 

96 
4 

99 
1 

I00 
0 

No Popouts 
Popouts 

99.5 
0.5 

99 
1 



The co.mparison shown in Table 6 indicates the results fro.m observations of a single randomly selected span are the sa.me as when all of the spans are included. This 
suggests that in future surveys observations of a single randomly selected span will be 
sufficient to provide valid information on performance ¢Sa, racter•istics• 

Depth.p.f. Cpv_e r_r: 

Pacho.meter readings were taken at 30 randomly selected grid points using a 
James Model 4946. These readings were taken to indicate•, the clear cover over the 
upper.most steel, normally the transverse reinforce.mento Calibrations were .made 
on a series of slabs fabricated in the laboratory with carefully positioned reinforce.ment 
prior to initiating field .measure.mentso Checks on these slabs were made at weekly 
intervals throughout the measuring period° These periodic calibrations always gave depths within + 1/8 inch (3mm) of the actual values. Recently attention has been drawn 
to possible errors associated with the Model C4946 (FHWA 1974). No indications of such 
variations were observed in this study° The instrument also .has been shown in extensive 
evaluations (Weber., et al. 1972) to indicate cover depths within + 1/8 inch (3.mm)o 

The results from the pachometer determinations are illustrated in Figures 7-9 
in the form of histograms° The data are sho•wn in the for.m of frequency distributions in 
Figures 10-12.•. Readings were made at 30 randomly selected grid poi.nts of the five-foot 
grid on 339 spans where corrosion potential .measure.ments presented later ,were also 
made. For the 117 bridges tested the total number of .measurements was 10,170o 
A considerable range of indicated cover is evident •n Figure 7. The distributions in 
Figures 7-9 appear to be approximately normal° The average cover fro.m all .measure.merits 
is 2.40 inches (61.mm) with.a standard deviation of 0o 49 inch (12mm)o 

The decks surveyed were constructed under specifications that required different 
amounts of clear cover. The predominant values were "1o 69 inches (43ram) or *'1o 94 
inches (49 mm). The results fordecks with these specified covers are •shown in 
Figures 8-9 and 11-12. In both cases, the indi•cated a•erage cover was well below the 
minimum specified. For a mini.mum specified cover of 1o 69 inches (43ram) the measured 
average was approximately 5/8 inch (16 ram) greater° For the mini.mum specified cover 
of 1.94 inches (49mm) the .measured average was approximately 1/2 inch (13.mm) 
greater. The difference between the two averages is 0o 16 inch (4.m.m)• or slightly over 
one-half of the difference between the specified values° As seen in Figures 11 and 12 
for the two specified values, 8 and 16 percent of the steel had less than the specified clear 
cover. This is a very fortuitous situation since the cause of spalling, penetration of 
chlorides, is greatly dependent upon the a.mount of cover° The variability• while large, 
compares closely with the results from other published studies of vat}ability of steel placement 
•in•.'bridige decks and. guidelines included in the recently adopted Reco.mmended 
Practice•of the American Con.crete Institute (ACI 345=1973)o The AIC Practice 

* 1.69"= 1 11/16" 
** 1.94"=1 15/16" 
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indicates the need for a tolerance of + 3/8 inch (10m.m) in steel placement. The 
fact that the average cover is significantly greater than that specified indicates that 
most contractors have recognized the variability and are .making appropriate allowances. 

Included in the .measurements are instrument errors as well as the fact that in some 

cases the longitudinal steel was above and in so.me cases below the transverse or 

.major reinforcement. The fact that the steel is generally at a lower elevation than 
specified is consistent with a recognition of the obvious influences of construction practices. 
With the exception of gross errors in establishing elevations, most of the things which 
happen to reinforce.meat would tend to lower its final elevation° These include sag 
between supports, bending under foot, traffic• and "racking" or collapse of the supports. 

Corrosion Potential 

Using the procedures and equipment described in Appendix B, corrosion potential 
measurements were .made on 341 spans at the intersection points of a five-foot grid. The 
total number of .measurements was 34,647. 

The corrosion potential measurements are thus voluminous. A typical example 
of the .methods used to reduce the data is given in Figures 13 and 14• for a single span. 
The potential measurements were first plotted on a grid as illustrated in Figure 13. 
Equipotential contours were used to delineate the readings within each ofthelive groupings 
as follows: 

0.049 
0o 050 0o i99 
0o 200 0o 349 
0. 350 0. 449 

•0.450 
The contour diagra.m for the span is given [n Figure 14• along with the cu- 

mulative frequency diagram. These diagra.ms were .made for each of the 341 spans° 
The contour diagra.ms were prepared pri.marily for comparison with future resurveys. 
At this stage the major objective is to establish the general level of corrosion potential 
in a manner similar to the approach for visual observations and depths of cover. 

The cu.mulative frequencies for all corrosion potential measure.meats, shown 
in Figure 15, indicate the proportion of spans which exhibited various levels of 
corrosion potential. Both the average corrosion potential and the maxi.mum potential 
measurements recorded for the span are shown° As seen from Figure 15• approximately 
95 percent of the spans had an average corrosion potential below 0.20 and 50 percent 
showed no individual value above 0o 200 At the current level of develop.meat of the 
testing method, there is not general agree.meat as to the significance of specific leve.ls 
of corrosion potential° It is generally agreed that values below 0o 20 volt indicate no 
active corrosion while values above 0o 40 volt •ndicate active corrosion° Because of 
uncertainties associated with the measuring techniques• as used in this study as 
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Bridge No. 64.-QQ2-. 1Q2-46, 

Span No. 4 

Length (s) 

Grid Size 5' (1.5m) 

Girder Type(s) 

.18 .12 .16 .14 .16 .12 .14 

18 18 10 10 04 10 10 

.20 .20 .16 .10 .16 .10 .10 

.20 .20 .16 .18 .10 .04 .18 

18 18 18 06 12 08 08 

12 18 18 16 12 12 10 

20 12 16 16 I0 10 08 

18 22 18 18 12 08 10 

14 .12 .16 .16 .12 .06 .14 

20 .20 .18 .20 .16 .04 .02 

.16 .18 .18 .16 .12 .16 .04 

18 18 22 18 12 14 10 

.18 .16 .18 .10 .18 .18 .06 

20 20 12 20 08 12 18 

Figure 13. Corrosion values imposed on grid for the span. 
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discussed later, it is perhaps prudent to take the values of 0.20 and 0o 40 volt as the 
li.miting values rather than 0.30 and 0.35 volt as st•ggested by Stratfullo The generally 
low levels of corrosion potential observed would be expected since the spans are 
co.mparatively new. 

As noted earlier the .measure.meats were .made u•sing the electrical ground given 
by the fortuitous connections between the reinforce.meat and exposed .metal. The 
procedure obviously introduces so.me error• but the data probably reflect the proper 
relative orders of .magnitude° It is hoped that future measurements made with the sa.me 
ground connection will give a va•id indication of the change in potential even though the exact 
.magnitude of the indicated potential will be suspect. 

A nu.mber of analyses were .made to relate the corrosion potential to factors such 
as age, depth of cover, and traffic values, but no relationships were found. 

During the course of the project measure.meats were .made of corrosion potentials 
along with other .methods for evaluating concrete in a limited nu.mber of decks undergoing 
repair. These decks were of course .much older than those studied in the project. Detailed 
observations were .made using three methods (electrical potential• chain drag, and hammer 
sounding). The results have been previously reported (Smith 1973)o The principal 
findings and conclusions from that report are reproduced in Appendix Do 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Based upon the results of this research• the following conclusions appear 
warranted. 

The frequency of early bridge deck scaling has been dramatically reduced 
by the upgrading of specification requirements and construction praetieeSo 
Several specific changes such as increased air eontents• use of linseed oil 
treatments as well as increased awareness of the proble.m all contribute 
to this i.mproveme•_.to Because concrete susceptible to sealing usually exhibits 
the defect at an early age this is an encouraging resulto The elimination of 
pre.mature scaling was a .major target 'of the specification upgrading effort° 
The success of this effort is evident° 

(2) Transverse and rando.m cracking are indicated to be .more frequent than 
before the upgrading° The reason for the increase in transverse cracking is 
not apparent and there i.s other evidence that the indicated increase in, random 
cracking is related to closer observation and differences in classifications 
rather than to real causes° The severity of cracking does not see.m to be 
serious enough to warrant attention° Real differences, if any, will beeo.me 
more apparent with timeo 

(3) The frequency of aI[ other observed defects is very lOWo Based upon previous 
studies this wi.ll undoubtedly increase with age, traffic etCo, but experience 
suggests that serious problems are i•)•dicated at co.mparati.vely early ages. 

(4) The measured average cover over re•nforee.ment is fortunately significantly 
greater than that speeffiedo For the two levels of cover speeified, 8 and 16 
percent of the measure.merits are less than required° This is believed to 
reflect an acceptable level of eontrOlo 

<5) Ninety-•five percent of the spans have average corrosi, on potentials below 
0.20 volt, which indicates no active corrosion• On one percent oi' the 
spans the average values are above 0o 40 volt• wh•cb suggests the presence 
of active corrosion° The poter•tial for corrosior• will increase with age and 
exposure to deicing che.miealSo 

<6) The techniques developed for the BPR--PCA survey in 1961 and used in previous 
studies by the Research Council, provide reproducible and useful evaluations 
of perfor.manee based upon visual observat:io•.so The procedures reflect 
general trends and levels as opposed to detailed causes and effects° 

(7) When the bridges to be surveyed are si.milar in age and condition and when. 
the sa.mple is sufficiently large• obserwat•,ons on a single rando.mly selected 
span provide the same results as observations of all spans on the bridge° 
Stated in other ter.ms• the observati, on of spa•s rather than, bridges appears 
to be a valid approach. 



(1) 

(2) 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Because the level of the performance indicated has improved with 
respect to the deficiencies which were the objectives of the upgrading 
to current specifications and construction, and because the remaining 
defects continue to be infrequent in occurrence, the procedures for controls 
and acceptance of bridge deck concrete now in use should be continued. 

A resurvey of the bridges should be scheduled in 1977-78. 
will then be five to ten years old. 

The decks 
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APPENDIX A 

DEFINITIONS AND FORM USED IN BRIDGE SURVEY 

The follow•ng criteria were used in the surveys and are taken fro.m PCA-BPR 
Report NOo 5 (1969) 

The observation.s were reported on a stan•dard data sheet as shown in Figure A-lo 
One or .more sheets were req•,[red for each br•dgeo Data describi.ng each bridge 
included: state; county; highway •n•umber• survey bridge number• state bridge number• 
year built; type of deck covering, •f any• type of, deck repairs• if any; traffic volume 
(ADTC); use of air-entrained concrete• availability of construction records•; span lengths; 
and span types. 

A dual bridge was considered as two •nd[v[dua[ bridges° A widened bridge was 

either dropped from the survey or inspected only for •nfor.mat•on on the old portion° 

Any observed defects were reported for each •ndivJ•dual span° 

On the data sheets, scaling was reported as an. est,.mated percentage of the 
affected spanks deck area for the average sever•.ty con.di•t•on•in box l,for light scale; 
box 2, .medium sca[e• box 3• heavy sca•e; a•d box 4•.•, severe scal¢o An X was also placed 
in the box that designated the most severe scaling condition observed in the span° For 
example, in Fig•.re A-I 70 percent of the .area of span. 4 had an average scaling condition 
classified as medium scale• and heavy scale was encountered in portions of the 
scaled areas° 

The six cIassificati•ons of crack•ng•box i for transverse; box. 2 •ongJ•tudina[; 
box 3, diagonal; box 4, pattern, or .map; box 5• •D"; a•d box 6• rando.m•-•were reported 
as being light, .mediu.m, or heavy (L•M• or H)o L•ght cracking meant widely spaced• 
fine cracks or only a few cracks [• the spaao Heavy cracl•:ing .meant closely spaced, 
wide (prominent) cracks• or .many cracks •n a spa,:•o For exa.mple• J.n Figure A-I• 
medium transverse cracki•ag (box I) was observed i•n span 1 of the bridge.• heavy in span 
3, and light in span 4o Random crack•.ng (boy 6) of the same severity was found on the 

same spans° There was no visible longitudinal (box 2)• diagonal (box 3), pattern (box 4) 
or "'D ''• (box 5) cracking in. any spans° 

The presence of any rust stains on the de•ck surface was reported by an R in 

the box for the particular spa•,o 

Surface spal[s were reported as s.ma!o[ (box 1) or large (box 2)° 
spa[Is in each affected span were reported° 

The number of 

Joint spalls were reported by the est•mated l•near footage spalled along the 

joint. The spalls •were classified according to the type of joint on which they occurred: 
along a metal expansion device (box 1)• along a jo•t f•lled with sealing .material (box 2)• 
or along a constructior• joint or open, join,t •box •)• 

Popouts were reported as being few (F) or .ma•y (M) in the judgement of the inspector° 



R-300 (6/70; revised 6/72) 

DATA SHEET FOR RANDOM BRIDGE SURVEY INSPECTION REPORT 

State County ,•2"•'fo•.D Route No. • Bridge No. •o$- •-,,oe-o z 

Year Built •- 71 Location 

Span No. 1 has been selected at the N 

Span Number 

Length (feet) 
Girder Type 

SCALING (1) % Light 

(2) % Medium 

(3) % Heavy 

(4) % Severe 

CRACKING (1) Transverse 

(2) Longitudinal 
• 3) Diagonal 
•4) Pattern 

(5) "D" 

(6) Random 

RUSTING (1) 

SURFACE (1) Small 
SPALL (2) Large (number) 

JOINT (1) Expansion 
SPALL •2) Contraction 

(3) Construction 

POP-OUTS (1) 
(number) 

s(• 
w 

Classification of Deck Deteriorati n 

3 

:? 

end of the bridge. (Circle one) 

PATCHED AREAS 

GROUND AREAS 

4 5 6 

Figure A.-I. Typical survey form. 
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APPENDIX B 

GUIDELINES DEVELOPED BY FHWA REGION 15 AND USED IN THIS PROJECT 

LIST OF EQUIPMENT USED 

The basic components of the steel corrosion detection device are commercially available 
and are listed as follows: 

Two wire reels, containing 125 feet of NOo 18 single wire and 300 feet of NOo 18 
single wire, respectively.. These are available from the Agra Engineering 
Company• 551 South Quaker Street, Tulsa, Ok•aho.ma 74120° Price $30 each. 

Two 36-inch-long copper sulfate reference cells° These are available fro.m the 
Harco Corporation, 4600 East 71st Street• Cleveland, Ohio 45216° Price $25 each° 

Good quality D, Co Null voltmeter with accuracy 2 percent of fullscale capable of 
reading to + I my. The volt.meter we are using is a Hewlett•Packard .model 419A, 
available from the Hewlett-Packard Company, 2 Choke Cherry Road, Rockville, 
Maryland 20840° Price $475° 

Portable drill, 3/8-inch chuck capacity, self-energized, .maximum no-load 
speed 900 rp.mo The drill we are using includes a completely enclosed, 
removable 9-volt battery with capacity to drill at least 300 holes 1/2=inch 
diameter, in 2•inch thick dry fir° The drill is manufactured by the Black & 
Decker Manufacturing Company, 701 East Joppa Road, Towson• Maryland 21204. 
Price $129o 

It should be noted that the portable drill batteries are rechar2eable and a battery 
charger should be purchased to co.mp[e.ment the drill° The battery charger we are 
using costs $33 and is the Black & Decker Chafer NOo 949 available from the 
Black & Decker Manufacturing Company at the above-.mentioned address° 

Cover meter for deter.mining the amount of concrete cover over reinforcing steel 
and the size of the reinforcing stee[ bars° We are utilizing a mode[ C-4949 
Pacho.meter, including probe and spacer• carrying case, instruction .manual, 
and chest strap assembly. This was obtained from James E[ectronics Inco, 
Instruments Division, 4050 North Rockwell Street, Chicago, IHinois 60618. 
Price $575° 

A good quality battery operated ohm•meter, capable of measuring from 0 to 200 
meg-ohms with an accuracy of •3%. The ohm=meter we are using is a Simpson 
Model 313 VOM, available fro.m the Simpson Electric Company• Division of 
American Gage and Machine Co.mpany, 5200 West Kinzie Street• Ch}cago, Illinois 
60644° 

7• A 12-inch x 12-inch x I/8-inch copper plate with a copper electrical connection 
and a non-.metallic handle for convenience in .moving the plate from point to point° 



FIELD OPERATIONS CORROSION DETECTION PHASE 

DEFINITI: O_N•_.F_ T. E_RM•S 

Corrosion -Oxidation of reinforcing steel° 
Standard Half cell A copper plate imme••¢d in a saturated copper sulfate 
solution. 
Potential Level of the electrical charge° 
Normal Potential Any metal in wate• or wate• solution has a tendency to 

throw atoms into solutions as ions. There is an actual solution tension and 
level of electric charge will differ in degree with the position of the metal 
in the activity series. 
Standard oxidation potentials for metals in a saturated solution of their own 

ions. 

Metal 

Zn 

Fe 

Cu 

Reaction E (Volts) 

+2 
•. +0 763 Zn *._,e= 

Fe ••:• +2e= +0. 440 

Cu •.•.•2e- •-0o 337 

EXAMPLE. Fe Cu 0o440 (=0o 337)::• 0o 777 volts 

f. Difference in potentials The algebraic difference in potential of one metal 
from that of another° 

g. Electromotive Series Potentials of .metals surrounded by a saturated 
solution of their own ions. 

INTRODUCTION 

In recent years premature concrete bridge deck deterioration has been reported with 
sufficient frequency to warrant modifications that will .minimize such problems in the future. 

Recent reports have identified concrete spatting as the most serious form of 
bridge deck deterioration, because of the severe effect it has on riding surfaces, the 
reduction in structural capacity and the difficulty in making a per.manent repair. It 
has also become apparent over the past severa• years that the use of deicing chemicals 
has significantly accelerated the spalling process° 



Research studies .made by the State of CaIifornia• Division of Highways• in 
cooperation with the Bureau of Public Roads• indicate .most spalling of concrete bridge 
decks to be caused by corrosion, of the reinforcing steel which can exert an internal pressure 
in excess of 4,000 pounds per square incho 

The purpose of steel corrosion detect, ion tests is to: 

ao Identify the cause of corrosion. 
b Provide a .means for evaluation_ of repair .methods° 
Co Aid in evaluating preventive .measures and design changes° 

Proof of equip.ment performances will be shown by .making electrical 
measurements on both old and new structures and by analyzing the concrete for salt 
content at various depths° In a few States the reinforcing steel wi|l also be checked for 
visual evidence of corrosion° 

TESTING INSTRUMENTS AND •QUIPMENT 

The following equip.ment is being used by the Region 15 Corrosion Detection 
Team -other equivalent equip.ment would be adequate° 

ao Hewlett-Packard D. Co null voltmeter° 
b. Copper copper-sulfate half cello 
Co Two spools of NOo 16 wire, one spool containing 100 feet of two-wire cable 

each connected to a jack on the spool for easy connection to the voltmeter 
and spring clips on the end for .making connections to the reinforcing steel° 
The two wires are used to allow the changes in the field° (The two sizes of clips are 

necessary to allow easier connections to the reinforcing steel° The other 
spool contains 300 feet of insulated No° 16 wire with a jack( on the spool and. 
a spring clip for attaching to the copper cooDer-sulfate haft cell. 

do A hand drill, self•powered• with masonry bit° 
e Hand tools •ha:mmer• •hisel,• files• et(•o 
fo An ohm=meter similar to Si.mpsor• NOo 313 volt ohm-meter• 
go A• 12-inch x 12 •i•,ch x 1/8=inch copper plate with clip for connecting the 

oh.m•.meter and .m•ans to connect a 36•inch handle The entire bottom surface 
.must be covered •.•itb sl•o•,•ges using wood dowel, pins for connectors° 

4. TESTING PROCEDURES 

The following procedures should be followed when testing reinforced concrete 
bridge decks or continuously reinforced concrete pavements• for active corrosion of the 
reinforcing steel. 

a. Measure and .mark a five foot grid on the surface to be tested° (If conditions 
warrant• the grid m•,[ be •,ncreased or decreased° 



bo Locate a reinforcing bar or other connection to the reinforcing steel. 
A positive connection to the top of reinforcing steel is desired; however, 
if this is not feasible• the bridge raili•ng expansion joints• light standards, 
drainage scuppers or other exposed steel .may provide a positive connection 
to the reinforcing steel provided: 

(1) The connection .must not be galvanizedo 
(2) Checking the electrical level at: various d}stances .must show no 

constant decrease in electrical level° 

Co 

do 

Uncoil an ample length of w•re to reach all areas to be tested• attach 
.minus (-) jack of voltmeter to the reinforcing steel and plus + jack 
to the copper copper•sulfate half cello 
Check voltmeter battery for sati•sfactory charge° 
Zero voltmeter on, lowest scal•eo 
Switch to WM•AM on the o•_e (1) volt scale and .make .measure.ments of 
the electrical potential at each gr•d po•nto The half cell requires a wet 
sponge attached to the botto.m contact to aid in .making a good electrical 
contact w•th the concrete° 

Potential readi•ngs fro.m 0 to 0o 50 volt are ,•,or.mal for sound concrete with 
no active corrosion in the reinferc•ng steel° When potential readi•ngs of 
0o 35 volt or .more are encountered• the re•nforcing steel is actively 
corroding° 

g. Record the readings on graph paper a•d plot the lines of equipotentialo 

The following procedure should be followed when applying resistance tests on bridge 
decks with me.mbranc water-proofing syste.mo 

a. Measure and .mark a fi, ve•foot gr•d on the surface to be tested° (If 
conditions warrant• the grid .may be •,ncreased or decreased° 

Do 

Co 

Wet the surface to be tested thoroughly and repeatedly allow the water time 
to permeate through the surface° The water should contain a wetting agent 
(95 .ml of wetting agent to 5 ga!s water)° 
Locate a reinforcing bar or other connection• to the top .mat of the reinforcing 
steel A positive connectS, on to the top mat oi the re•fforciag steel is 
desired; however• if this is not feas•.b]e• the br•,dge rai[ing, expansion joints• 
light standards• drainage scuppers or other' exposed steel .may provide a 
positive connection to the rein.forci•g steel provided: 

Checking the resistance leve[ at various distances along an exposed portion 
of the concrete .must show a con.stant resi•stancc }evel.• thus indicating a positive 
connection to the reinforcing stee!oo 

de Uncoil an ample length of w•re to reach all areas to be tested• attach the minus 
jack of the ohm-.meter to the rei•nforci•ng steel and the plus + jack 

to the 12-inch x t2-•n.ch x 1/8•inch copper plate° •Wet sponges° 



eo Cheek ohm-.meter battery for satisfactory charge. 
Zero ohm-meter. 
Switch to highest range of ohm-.meter and record reading- if no reading is 
attained, switch to next lower range until a reading is attained. Reverse 
connections to .meter and average the readings to reduce the error induced 
by galvanic coupling of the copper plate and the reinforced steel. 

Resistance readings of bare concrete will vary from I000 to 1300 ohms per 
sq. ft. Depending on the .magnitude of the external galvanic voltages that 
exists, gross errors can occur in this low resistance range. For example, 
with the leads connected with one polarity the value can be in .the order of 
1000 oil.ms per sq. ft. By reversing the leads, the values can be in the order of 
3000 or 4000 ohms per sq. ft. 

It is speculated "(according to California Study) that an excellent waterproof 
coating for bridges would always have an electrical resistance greater than 
500,000 ohms per sq. ft., while a poor or perforated coating would never 
have a resistance greater than 100,000 ohms per sq. ft. 

Note. For a more comprehensive study record readings of the corrosion detection 
device and the resistivity device. 

Record the. readings on graph paper and plot lines of equal resistance. 

5. PROCESSING AND REPORTING DATA 

Record the following data- 

a. Locatiort (route,. nearest town and project number) 
b. Type of construction 
c. Year constructed 
d. Nu.mber of spans 
e. Major repairs 
f. Span tested and date 

Complete: plott•_ng equipotential or equiresistance lines, write a narrative 
including a statement on condition of the surface and your opinion as to whether active 
corrosion is present, or •or resistance .measurements a statement on apparent effectiveness 
of the me.mbrane. 
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AP P E, ND IX D 

PRINCIPAL RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS FROM 
DETAILED STUDY OF ONE BRIDGE (SMITH 1973) 

 502 

RESULTS 

Percentage of deck area deter•,orat•on by Charon Drag Method 

Span 2 54% 
Span 3 

r• r by Percentage of deck area dete.•,o athos_, Hammer Method 

Span 2 74% 
Span 3 

Percentage of de•.,: area deter•i.orat•,on by E[ectr•.•cai Potential Method 

Span 2 65% 
Span 3 

Percentage of area of eorros•oo• to deck replanted as defined by the Ham.rr• r Method 

Span 2 33% 
Span 3 23% 

Percentage of total area of corrosio• f•p• area def•ed by the Chain Drag Method 

Span 2 
Span 3 

Percentage of total area of eor'ros•oc• •,n area defined by the Electrical Potent•al Method 

Spa• 2 ,71% 
Span :• 8 0% 

Percentage of area, o• eorros•ov• to area of agree.me•t by all metho0s 

Spa• 2 
Span 

CONCLUSION. S 

An attempt has been made to show the deg:ee of agree.ment betweerx the 
indications from the three most w•Oely e•sed .methods for deteetf:•g br•dge deck. deter•.orat•o• 
associated w•th spallingo This was do.•e by •s•>g the three .methods to survey two spa•s 
of a bridge that was scheduled for deck rep[aceme•.t• drawf, ng scale l_,ayou.ts of deterS.orated 
areas as indicated by the methods• a•xd stxper•mpos•,n.g these layouts so that areas of 
agreement could be four, do A v•s•,a,l s•,rvey was c,o•ducted oi,_.x the re,•nforc•,•xg steel 
exposed during the replacement operatf•orx as a basis for evaluat•i,x:•_g the effecti•e•ess of 
•hedeteetioa methods° The followi•ag ge•xeral co•_xclu.s•or_•s •.•a•;)• be drawn fro.m t.h•s project 
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it The three techniques were found to be practical and effective. 

It was concluded fro.m comparing the potential survey results with the results 
of the visual survey that high potential readings in a Iarge percentage of the 
areas relate to corrosion of the reinforcing steel. However, it was noted in 
some instances that this was aot true, 

To ensure that a high percentage of the deteriorated areas of a deck are 
located, two of the detection methods should be used and the areas indicated 
by both methods should be removed. 
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